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Leftist Democrats aided by fake news media is politicizing the coronavirus

thru lies - here are the 12 most prevalent lies they are trying to get away

with !
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Gordon Wayne Watts **Mr. Brown, PRES. TRUMP needs our
help.*** Important>>> Mr. Brown, thank you, once again, for
speaking with me a few months back when JC Martin was kind
enough to invite me to your Republican club meeting. Anyhow, while
I may have been a bit unclear on some complex topics (my
apologies), rest assured I am totally *against* any free handouts and
loan forgiveness for any loans (college loans or otherwise--more on
that below). -- However, that is not why I write you: I know you have
influence within the GOP, and are against PORK BARELL spending
-- like me. So, here is where I need your help. Please take a look at
this FORBES article from about 13.5 months ago...

“Trump Proposes Limits On Student Loan Borrowing,” By Zack
Friedman, FORBES, Tue. March 19, 2019:
https://www.Forbes.com/.../trump-proposes-limits-on...

OK, when it says "Loan Limits" it means loan limits on loans MADE
or BACKED by our tax dollars... now, our "college debt" (something
that I recall really bothered you -- as it does me!) is almost $2
Trillion, and this is almost ten (10%) percent of total U.S. Debt,
which stands just north of $20t, ... Ten percent!

My point here? None of our lawmakers, even my excellent friend,
Rep. Ross Spano, has filed a bill to cut spending on this
unnecessary pork--even after I've repeatedly begged them. That's
where you come in. Please go take a look at the "front-page" news
on my namesake blogs, and see the article/petition I've posted about
the PORK spending cuts Mr. Trump requested--and which were NOT
granted, meaning we face a crisis when trying to pay for *necessary*
things - like the USPS, which is about to shut down, like the COVID-
19 funding we will be needing shortly, or the shortfall for the recent
stimuli packages.

All I'm asking you is this: If you can get as angry as me, and "get a
grip" on my request of lawmakers (simple: grant Trump's spending
cuts request as documented above -- and on my websites,
GordonWatts.com or gordonWAYNEwatts.com), then please call,
write, e-mail, and VISIT all 4 of our U.S. lawmakers (Senators Rubio
and Scott, and our central Fla House delegation, Reps.
Congressman Greg Steube and Ross Spano), being polite (please)
but FIRM, demanding they please pass this SIMPLE but necessary
spending cuts request. I will owe you and your family and friends
dinner if you can make headway here. (More importantly, you will be
recorded in the history books as a key player in averting a crash of
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recorded in the history books as a key player in averting a crash of
the dollar.) Now, regarding the bankruptcy matter -- I honestly think
you misunderstood me: No hard feelings, but plz let me explain: I
am against anyone getting out of paying back their loans, and
putting in on the taxpayer. However, bankruptcy uniformity is not a
free handout, but rather a constitutionally-guaranteed right: See
ARTICLE 1, Section 8, Clause 4, the Uniformity Clause -- or Google
it. If I were to try and take away your 2nd Amendment rights for no
reason, that would be the same thing. In fact, if you have grandkids,
ask them: College is no longer affordable, and as we tell them they
must get an education, it would be like you needing - say - a heart
operation, and having no option, in a monopoly, where price-gouging
occurs. As an example, when I went to college, I took out a loan
from *the bank* (not the government), and no taxpayer dollars were
involved. Comrade Obama and his crony lawmakers used taxdollars
without my approval to buy said loans. Furthermore, it was only
when bankruptcy rights were removed from existing loan contracts
incrementally that predatory lending and price-gouging occurred.

Think of bankruptcy uniformity (guaranteed by art1 sec8 cl4 of the
U.S. Constitution) as "The Economic 2nd Amendment": When
Liberal colleges knew students were defenseless to file bk, they
price-gouged students -- who had no choice but to go to college.
(You're old enough to remember: College was either free or very low
cost when we were young, but it's super expensive now-days, so
please don't put that blame on the kids: They either go to college
and work HARD or are left out. It's not their fault that college is a
Liberal price-gouging scam. It's Liberal colleges' fault!)

I can understand your mentality (they took out the loans, and they
should pay them back), but with no disrespect meant: If a doctor
told you that you *had* to have a heart operation, you'd take out the
loan offered -- no matter the price. The kids of nowdays are in the
same boat.

Anyhow, I did try to send you a message about Pres. Trump's
dilemma, but you may have missed it (actually, our dollar WILL
crash, Mr. Brown, if we can't convince our liberal RINO lawmakers to
STOP this bleed out). Oh, 1 thing: While I oppose ANY free
handout, there is a possible need for bankruptcy to be returned to
student loans for Trump's request: His request, which is much-
needed, will "shock" Liberal banks and colleges who rape the
taxpayer and student of their daily bread -- but if students had
bankruptcy, then then lender (the Dept of Education using OUR tax
dollars!) would "think twice" before lending out (read: wasting) huge
trillions, and this would "send a message" to Trump's enemies that
the Free Market pressures of Bankruptcy Uniformity (a constitutional
right!) would force down lending, and after the Liberal College/Bank
megaplex saw the inevitable, then this would force them to back off:
Then Pres. Trump's spending cuts would happen: They would "see
the handwriting on the wall." Also, if we tell voters that we fight
"tooth and nail" to protect Pres. Trump's rights to discharge
bankruptcy multiple times for huge amounts -- and same with
unsecured Credit Card debt - and stupid businesses -- but not
college students -- we will lose Democrat "swing voters" who see us
as hypocritical and hating Jesus' Golden rule: "Bankruptcy for me,
but not for thee." And our refusal to grant the Trump spending cuts --
for which I seek your help -- will tick off and alienate our Conservative
base! Thus, with angry voters on both sides, we will lose Senate, not
regain House, and may even lose the oval office (not as likely
because Trump is a true Conservative -- but most lawmakers are
not). EXCEPTION: Ross Spano is receptive to all my ideas, and,
while he still hasn't introduced legislation to grant Trump's request --
I assure you, Ross Spano is a true Christian, but if the GOP "as a
whole" hates Trump and spits in his face with regard to his common-
sense Pork cuts request, honestly the GOP is liberal and deserves
to lose.

Again- apologies for any misunderstanding; you apparently thought I
wanted to use tax dollars to bail out student loans. While I'm *not*
for "loan forgiveness," it is true that those loans were already paid for
by our tax dollars (we own -- not guarantee -- said loans), and
therefore forgiveness would cost ZERO tax dollars and add nothing
to Nat'l Debt. In fact, a Jubilee Forgiveness (a Bible concept --
Google it or ask your preacher) might even save Trillions of tax
dollars, long-term, if it *shut down* the wasteful "Big 
Government" use if our tax$$ to make/guarantee loans for obscenely
high amounts to students who can't pay price-gouge inflated tuition.
Again, I am personally against 'en masse' forgiveness, but even this
would be less costly than prior bailouts that used real tax dollars --
not mere forgiveness of already-paid toxic loans. Anyhow... to my
main point:

*** Please help me make Trump's request a reality -- and thereby
regain the House and keep the Senate in Red State hands. You
may -- if you like -- print out or email my petition, which is on my
website. If I can be of any help, please let me know.

https://www.facebook.com/ross.spano.9?hc_location=ufi
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website. If I can be of any help, please let me know.

Sincerely,

Gordon Wayne Watts
3
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Royal Brown III As Heritage Action Sentinels, my wife Glynnda
and I will do our best to influence our elected officials to curb their
excess spending but the Chinese Communist Party Virus and the
huge relief spending certainly haven't helped. People don't seem to
realize that a Trillion $ is 1,000 Billion $ - Congress, including RINOs
as well as Democrats have de-synthesized people to reckless
spending.
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Gordon Wayne Watts Correct. A trillion is 1 with twelve
zeros after it, and it is also a million millions. (But you already
knew that.) While I will admit that my "pet project" here
(higher ed debt) may not be the worst example of Pork
spending, it certainly is in the top 2 or 3. For example, some
argue that we must stop the nation-building and
military/defense pork, but Pres. Trump is already pulling out of
foreign conflicts as fast as he can (and we can only cut so
much because we must remain a "Strong America"). My
petition has controversial aspects, but attacking both the
excess spending and excess taxation (tuition is a type of tax,
by definition-- funds going to arms of government- state govt
college) must be addressed. We are about to crash the Dollar
and be unable to address several financial needs (COVID-19
and USPS for example) because we don't demand lawmakers
cut off the Free handouts we give to Liberal colleges/banks on
taxpayer backs with unnecessary (and harmful) student loans
that only induce colleges to price-gouge the next generation).

I'm against and liberal free handouts or loan forgiveness/ free
college, preferring instead the constitutional sound method of
bankruptcy uniformity (aka the economic second amendment
as a Free Market check on excessive student loan limits)..
But that said, a massive cancellation might scare the lender
(dept of ed using taxpayer$$) into putting a stop to America
bleeding to death in spending. In fact, the 7-year Jubilee is in
the Bible history of Isreal.

Sorry to be talkative, Royal, but us hemorrhaging to death in
our pork spending is depressing when I know it would take
only a few good patriots to convince lawmakers to put a stop
to this *preventable* bleed out.
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Gordon Wayne Watts I will add: An unnamed Legislative
staff and a talk show host (Brian Kilmeade) both said that
they can't look at or consider my pork cuts request now
because of Covid-19, but with all due respect to both-- they
are full of BULL: The COVID-19 makes my spending cuts
request (also Trump's request) MORE necessary, not less.

I am livid with anger-- please excuse my emotion.
1
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